“Dedicated to the Sovereignty of Missourians”

May 9, 2010 – An Evaluation of Problematic Clauses From HCS #2 SB 844
MAIN PROBLEMS FROM THE GRASS-ROOTS PERSPECTIVE
I. § 21 – Ballot Summary Commission
A. Unconstitutional
B. Art III § 49 requires that the initiative process be “independent of the general assembly”. Allowing
the House and Senate to select 2/3 of the commission that would be drafting ballot summary
statements would hardly be “independent” of those bodies.
C. This measure diffuses the power of the people.
II. § 105.470(5)(d) – Makes any citizen who would attempt to influence a member of the
legislature from a district outside his own district a lobbyist.
A. Failure to register and file the requisite reports would be a class D felony, as stipulated in
105.473(8). This is unconstitutional and a VERY bad idea!
1. Violates right to petition for redress of grievances, etc,
2. Note: This was originally found in HB1846 (Hobbs) in this same form.
III. Various felony provisions
A. Several new felony penalties are created for infractions of complex and hard to understand
campaign law. We will be making felons of ordinary citizens who make honest mistakes while trying
to participate in the political process.
IV. § 116.160.1 – Creates “joint committee on ballot statements”, taking that responsibility away
from the SOS.
A. This provision is unconstitutional.
B. Art III § 49 requires that the petition process be “independent of the general assembly”. Since this
provision would have the House and Senate selecting 2/3 of the committee, the ballot statements
would be influenced by and not independent of the General Assembly.
C. This measure diffuses the power of the people.

OTHER VARIOUS PROLEMS WITH THE BILL
I. § 105.470(1) – Loosens standard for requiring one to register as an "Elected local
government official lobbyist”.
A. Currently, one hired “specifically” for that purpose must be considered a lobbyist. The new standard
will be for one hired “exclusively” to influence local officials. Arguably, that means if any portion of
the reason for hiring someone was other than influencing local officials, he would not be considered
a lobbyist and would escape reporting requirements. It is a bad idea.
II. § 105.470(1) – Allows unlimited cash gifts without reporting giving or receiving the gift.
A. Giving an “honorarium” of any value has the same status as giving an elected official educational
material, such as a pamphlet or book. It is a bad idea.
1. Note: This was originally found in HB1846, where it included a $50 limit.
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III. § 105.963.1 & 2 – Increases penalty ($10 to $50 / day) when a committee forgets to file a
statement of limited activity.
A. This penalty militates against small grass-roots efforts which may not be able to afford the sort of
staff needed to stay on top of reporting requirements. It is a bad idea.
IV. § 575.021.4 – Failure of candidate or committee to pay debts before terminating the
committee becomes a felony
A. The state would thereby be interfering with private transactions in private commerce.
B. This provision is potentially in violation of Article I § 13, involving the “impairing the obligation of
contracts”.
V. Omnibus Bills in General
A. Omnibus bills are a particular problem, conceptually, from the grass-roots perspective. It is hard
enough to track legislation when it's in a single subject bill which is going through the process
normally, but the fast paced nature and complexity of omnibus bills militates against citizen
involvement.
B. Omnibus bills result in a greater likelihood of adoption of special interest (selfish interest) measures
that don't have broad appeal or application. In other words, things which are less likely to be
“common ground” concepts are adopted.
1. Omnibus bills are much like earmarks in Congress. They become a trading grounds for special
favors which would not stand on their own merit.
C. Omnibus bills often violate the principles of “general welfare” and “good of the whole” governance.
They violate the principle, if not the letter, of the law requiring single subject legislation.
D. The use of omnibus bills should end.
VI. Problem With an Over-powerful Rules Committee
A. This bill is an example of an all too powerful House Rules Committee.
B. The Rules Committee as it exists now is a relatively new beast. It was introduced under the Rod
Jetton tenure as Speaker of the House.
C. The Rules Committee should be abolished.
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